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Malkiel and Xu (2003) [1] found that idiosyncratic volatility of companies 
showed a rising trend according to the empirical study on the U.S stock market, they 
held the view that reasons for this phenomenon can be partly attributed to the increase 
in the proportion of institutional ownership which increased firm-level volatility. So 
today, with the increasing importance of institutional investors to China's securities 
market , what roles do institutional investors play to maintain market stability? Do 
they enhance the market’s ability to distinguish good companies from bad ones? This 
paper studies these issues on the basis of the separation of idiosyncratic volatility. 
The innovations of this paper embodied in terms of both views and methods:(1) 
Innovatively study the relationship between various decomposed stocks volatility 
sequences and the proportion of institutional ownership; (2)This paper also 
innovatively adds seasonal changes of the proportion of institutional ownership in to 
the model as a measure of short-term behavior of institutional investors besides 
introducing the proportion of institutional ownership as explained variables. 
Conclusions are: (1)Firm-level idiosyncratic volatility sequence had no obvious 
upward trend, but occupied a major position in the overall volatility of individual 
stocks.(2)The monthly volatility sequence has quarterly characteristic, they could be 
explained by its own quarterly dummy variables.(3)Industry and market idiosyncratic 
volatility sequence could be explained by the proportion of institutional ownership 
and its quarterly variables, a positive correlation and negative correlation to the 
proportion of institutional ownership and its quarterly variables respectively. A higher 
proportion of institutional ownership did not play a stabilizing role of the market; 
institutional investors could reduce market volatility when increased investments 
steadily, but could increase the level of volatility when reduced investments rapidly. 
(4) Firm-level idiosyncratic volatility showed above results only in the equally 
weighted case which demonstrated that institutional investors failed to play the role of 
searching and absorbing firm-level idiosyncratic information. 
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